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ABSTRACT 

We discuss the use of the Crystal Ball detector for the study 
of e +e~ annihilations near charm threshold: at the t(i(3097), ̂ '(3685), 
•"(3770) and In the "continuum" 3770 s v's* 4500 MeV. This paper will 
concentrate on the special techniques available to the Crystal Ball 
which allow measurement of inclusive y, ir°and n cross sections. 
Preliminary results for these processes at particular center of mass 
energies are presented. An update of the Inclusive and exclusive 
evidence for the n c(2980), for the sake of completeness, is given 
in the Appendix. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of the Crystal Ball detector in the study of the "con
tinuum" region Just above charm threshold introduces a number of un
familiar but useful techniques in e e~ physics. The major purpose 
of this report is to outline those techniques and to discuss areas 
of pertinence where they will be applied. Another purpose is to 
present our preliminary results in some of these areas, based on 
first analyses of partial data samples. 

The organization of this report is to describe the detector 
briefly, and to make a short survey af tht state of knowledge of the 
continuum prior to the Crystal Ball measurements. After an outline 
of the strategy of data-taking we have used, we present results of 
the Crystal Ball "baseline" measurements, i.e., the proof of the 
ability to measure inclusive Y, *° and n signals at cm. energies 
below charm threshold and/or on- ty resonances. The resolutions and 
efficiencies for these modes are discussed. We then move above 
charm threshold and into the "continuum" region (which itself ap
pears to have Imbedded i|>-llke resonances). The report concludes 

* Supported in part by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-
76SF00515, and by National Science Foundation Grant PHY79-16461. 
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with our preliminary measurements of selected Inclusive modes at in
teresting cm. energies. 

II. THE DETECTOR 
The Crystal Ball is a fleldlesa, segmented spherical shell of 

Nal(Te) surrounding chambers having charged-particle cracking capa
bilities- The detector, built and operated by the CryBtal Ball 
Collaboration,1 is shown diagranuatically In Fig. 1. A detailed des-

Figure 1. 
Schematic 
cutaway view 
of the Crystal 
Ball detector. 

criptlon of the 
apparatus is 
given else
where; 2 for the 
purposes of this discussion there are several crucial parameters. 

A) The energy resolution for photons In the Ball Itself (as op
posed to the endcapa) is o„/E *3Z/E^ with E„ in GeV. This holds well 

C y y y 
for 50 MeVsrE S2 GeV and leads to a r(FWHM) of about 10% of E in 
the regions of interest. This resolution is available over-85% 
of 4TF radians. 

B) The angular resolution for photons is determined by the seg
mentation of the Nal (720 segments over the complete spnbr<>) and by 
weighting the crystal segments according to the energy deposition 
within each participating crystal of a photon shower. This gives 
°6 si to 2 , depending on the range of photon energies. (8 is a 
palar angle relative to the Y true direction.) 

C) The angular resolution for charged particles is determined 
by the number of proportional wire chamber -o and magnetostric-
tive spark chamber planes through -n^h it passed. We get 0 6 a; *3- 1 
depending on tho r»n~- y 0f t ^ e track, with smaller values pertinent 
for the 755. , Lhe solid angle furthest from the endcaps. 
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The analysis modes most appropriate to this detector are meas
urement of Inclusive Y» inclusive n°,n and other states decaying 
into all-y final states. In addition the Ball can overconstrain any 
event exclusively for any number of electromagnetically decaying 
secondaries in the final state, as long as the number of unabsorbed 
charged particles does not exceed 2. (Zero-constraint "fits" can 
allow 4 charged particles.) An example of these modes was our detec
tion of a candidate state for n c in inclusive and exclusive states, 
as summarized In the Appendix. 

We have developed algorithms for the recognition of final-state 
photons and charged particles, together with cute designed to tcke 
advantage of the portions of the Ball and the event topologies where 
the best measurements are available. Our general approach is to use 
highly cut data for the search for new effects, and relatively uncut 
data to arrive at numerical results In the least-biased manner 
possible. 

The major complication of the analysis o* data from this detec
tor is pattern recognition in the presence of strongly interacting 
particles and shower fluctuations. Residuals from untagged charged 
particles (at the level of a few percent) also complicate the 
analysis. 

Our basic check of the credibility of the cuts and subsequent 
pattern recognition is the ability of the detector to reproduce 
standard QED distributions involving e's and y'a with absolute 
normalization.3 

III. STATE OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE CONTINUUM (PRE-CRYSTAL BALL) 

While we cannot do justice here to the many papers published 
concerning the effects within the continuum, we can mention those 
areas of study most likely to be investigated by the Crystal Ball. 

The global behavior of the cross section e +e~—* hadrons lias been 
studied by most of the past detectors at e +e~ storage rings. A rep
resentative sample1* Is shown in Fig, 2. Absolute differences of the 
order of 20% in R are evident, and point-to-point aystematics clearly 
dominate the statistical errors. Nonetheless, certain features are 



F 1 8 + 2. R +-_oCe +e"-* hadrons) 
o(e e —• v u ) as measured by 
three detectors in the region 
-3.7 < /£< ~4.6 GeV. Radiative 
corrections but none for T have 
been applied (Ref. 4 ) . 

invariably present la all samples, 
such as the tf>"(3770) (when meas
ured), the "D " resonance at 
-4.03 GeV, and the large bump at 
-4.4 GeV. Often but not Invaria
bly present are suggestive struc
tures at 3.9 GeV, 4,16 GeV, and 
details of the rapid fall after 
4.2. While the global variations 
in R are presumed to be related 
to variations in D production5 

there is no clear picture of the 
fine structure (if any) of R nor 
of small processes which may oc
cur in additioQ to D production. 

The existence of thresholds 
for charmed particles in this region has been a fruitful topic of 
study. The D's have been studied most intensely, though not exhaus
tively, at the DD-factory •"(3770) in exclusive final states. 6' 7 Of 
more pertinence to this report are the studies of D and D* performed 
at /s= 4.028 In quasi-inclusive modes, in which the D* or D° Is detec
ted and fit from its Kir or Kitir modes and the spectra of momenta re
coiling against the D is used to deduce parameters of the system: D 
masses, D -*• D branching ratio, D E*jD*B+DD production ratios, 
charged D ratios, etc. 8 Figure 3 ahows how the recoil momentum spec
trum is affected by the possible variation of these parameters. The 
method is fairly direct for some of the parameters (such as produc
tion ratios) but quite indirect for the D -D Q-value and Y branching 
ratio. The data are slim statistically, but rather good numbers on 
some of the parameters nonetheless emerge (see the later comparison 



Fig. 3- Parameter fitting with 
D recoil momenta studies (Ref. 8), 

. Table III). Figure 4 shows the 
energy level schema9 underlying 
these spectra. 

The situation for strange-
charmed mesons, the F/F*, is 
much less well-defined. In e e~ 
storage ring investigations, the 
main evidence for the F comes 
from two largely independent 
results of the DASP collabora
tion. 1 0' 1 1 The first result, 
Fig. 5, la that the Inclusive 
cross section for n appears to 
have one or more thresholds in 
the vicinity of »^s~"4.16 and 
4,4 GeV. The experiment placed 
tight limita on the inclusive n 
cross section at SB -4.03, thus 
suggesting that neither D's nor 
non-charm background was an 
appreciable source of n's; this 
implied that the eventual appear
ance of n's was likely evidence 
for F's, which are expected to 
have ss50% of their decays into 
final states involving an n. 1 2 

Correlations with electrons and 

low energy y's (expected from F —* yF) strengthened this interpreta
tion. The second result, Fig. 6, was a cluster of events at <f& • 
4.42 GeV fitting the exclusive hypothesis e +e" -*• F F or F F giving 
unique masses for F and F* as shown. There are a number of recent 
results 1 3 with candidates for F's with a similar mass, and even a 
lifetime measurement! In this report of Crystal Ball results, we 
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Fig. 4. The energy level scheme for 
D decays (Ref. 9). 
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Fig. 5. The n-inclusive cross 
section (DASP, Ref. 10). 

will consider only the n-
cluslve measurement and its 
Interpretation. Limits on 
the transition F*-*- yF and 
a search for the F via the 
analogous exclusive modes In 
the Ball are in preparation 
and will be discussed in 
future reports. 

Before leaving this 
subject, we should note that 
there are several other pos
sible thresholds expected In 

e * « - — F F —'FyF 

£ cm = 4.42 GeV 
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Fig. 6V 
for F,F 

Exclusive candidates 
(DASP,Ref. 11). the range 3.8 < /R *• 4.5 GeV. 

Figure 7 shows a prediction*1* of 
the locations of the P-wave excitations of the charmed and strange-
charmed mesons, D and F . As an example, the threshold for DD 
production is ~4.1 GeV and for FF is -4.4 GeV. Thus we might 
expect that if the inclusive modes are examined in detail, many spec
tral lines characteristic of these Y. ir°, 2it°, n. and K transitions 
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Pig. 7. The energy level scheme predicted for charmed 
and strange-charmed mesons (Ref. 14). 

may be present near the respective thresholds, albeit with small in
tensities. The detection of such processes and the location of 
"factories" for new states, if any, are thus outstanding problems in 
this energy region. 

The effect of the possible thresholds on the cross section is in 
itself an interesting physics question. There exist preliminary 
theoretical models of the effect of imbedding psi-like resonances in 
the continuum; the coupled-channel model 1 5 gives crosB sections 
which are critically dependent on the number and position of thresh
olds for charmed and strange-charmed mesons. Stated briefly (and im
precisely), the transition of an imbedded psion into two specific 
mesons is constrained by spin-parity to particular relative angular 
momenta between the mesons; it is constrained by the masses involved 
and by Sa to particular values of the relative linear momentum be
tween the mesons. This implies that the rate of production of such 
meson pairs la sensitive to the nodes and antlnodes of the special 
wave function of tha pslon (or to the momentum-space analog). 
Therefore relatively small changes in «/s can make large changes In 
ths P r e n Q t i v e °* t n e meson pair near threshold, with concurrent 
large changes in production rate of meson pairs, ."he pslon channels 



are coupled in that overlap integrals between two psions Interacting 
through exchanges of the mesons are involved. 

This picture seems qualitatively right, but neither theory nor 
data yet exists in a form adequate for a precise test.1^ Figure 8 

shows the quantitative predic
tion for a model involving D s 

D , F, F only. (Masses are 
taken to be experimental values 
from SLAC/LBL and DASP). Note 
that D*D* and D*D+DD* produc
tion dominate the region 3.9 < 
/a < 4.5 GeV, with no factories 
expected for F or F* and cross 
sections £ .2 nb. The highest 
signal/noise for F is expected 

_ at the minimum R, JB S- 4.25 GeV. 
Fig. 8. The partial cross sections 
expected for production of specific This model can ba used as an 
meson pairs (Ref. 15). experimental guide to the rates 
expected, or inversely, the data can help define what states must be 
present in the model. 

Finally, the study of the Imbedded states In the continuum for 
their own sake Is of great interest for the testing of models of 
quark Interactions. The quantum numbers, positions and decay proper
ties of the imbedded states should help determine if they are "simple" 
qq resonances (potential model), complex multi-quark states (molecu
lar models) or excitations of the gluon string (vibrational states). 
An example of a physical quantity testing such details is the angular 
distribution of the it0 (relative to the beams) .from D —*• w° + D . It 
determines the ratio of spin amplitudes In the production of D 0 ; 
there is a prediction for this at the +(4028)based on resonance dy
namics. For details of this theoretical application, aee Cahn and 
Kayser and associated literature. 1 7 

In auamary of this discussion, it Is fair to say that the con
tinuum region Has had only a preliminary inspection and that many 



opportunities for confrontation of theory and experiments still 
exist, dependent on the acquisition of Informative data samples. 

IV. THE CRYSTAL BALL AS A CONTINUUM DETECTOR: 
"BASELINE" MEASUREMENTS 

A) A Strategy for Continuum Measurements. 
We have seen that the collected data In the continuum are 

sparse; this stems from the fact that there is a relatively wide 
region, some 1000 MeV, In which new features can appear, but that 
these new featureo can persist or fluctuate over c m . energy ranges 
as small as 20 MeV. The 4.028 resonance and its attendant structure 
is auch a case. A simple calculation of the Integral luminosity re
quired to cover this continuum thoroughly, with sensitivity to phen
omena with AR 5 .2, yields run plans of about five years duration— 
a practical impossibility. 

The approach used with the Crystal Ball detector Is to scan the 
entire region, using inclusive distributions of yt w°, n and R to 
indicate regions of •/% with special interest, and then to reacan for 
confirmation of the effects. Finally, long fixed-energy runs are 
made at selected valusa of f* to provide data sets for exclusive 
analysis. The calendar periods required for these three steps are 
.bout 5, 12 and 6 w«k>, T a b u I ; l n t e g r a l L l m l n o . l t l M Collected 
respectively. At pres- by the Crystal Ball In a Scan Mode 
ent, we have finished 
the initial two scan
ning stages and one 
fixed energy (4.028). 
The data discussed 
below are mostly from 
the firat atage and 
4.028. Tabla I shows 

the Integral luminosities corresponding to the various scan periods. 
This approach is not new; Fig. 9 shows some Inclusive Indica

tors used by Mark I 1 8 in similar acana. The mean multiplicity and 
charged energy fractions turned out to be Insensitive indicators of 
changes in the underlying physics—the best indicator was R itself. 

Date Energy Region JZAtixib'1) 

Hay 1979 3.88-4.45 GeV 3092 
Nov. 1979 3.67,4.03 CeV 300, 840 
Mar. 1980 4.04-4.214 GeV 2875 
June 1980 3.67,4.22-4.4B GeV 200, 2360 

Total 9667 nb~ 
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Fig. 9. Incluaive Quantitiaa In 
the Mark I Scan Kode: a) charged 
energy fraction, b) aean aultl-
pliclty (Ref. 18). 

What is new is that the Crystal 
Ball measures neutral-related 
quantIciee such as neutral 
energy fraction and neutral 
multiplicity. Fig. 10 shows 
that the former of these is 
again lnaensitivc to changes in 
underlying physics, but that 
large changes in neutral multi
plicity are seen. 1 9 This im
plies that the distributions of 
low-energy v'«, »°'s and n"s 
could be useful indicators, 
and theae were stressed in 
the scan analysis. 

B) Crystal Ball Efficien-
clea, Resolution and 
"Baseline" Heasurenenta 

As an introduction to 
the use of these inclusive 
distributions in a scan, we 
will discuss the efficien
cies and resolution for each 
particle type, and then look 
at aaaplc distributions tak
en at the psions or off-
reaonance/balow charai 
threshold (*7 - 3670). 
These show the baseline char
acteristics of the spectra 
where no D'a are present. 
Than we uae the spectra at +"(3770) to asc if a D-rlch final atate 

Fig. 10. Inclusive Quantities In 
the Crystal Ball Scan Node: 
a) Neutral energy fraction, 
b) Neutral Multiplicity (Ref. 19). 



distorts the baseline measurement. The i>" then often serves as a 
background curve for the remainder of the scan region. 

1) Hadronic cross section: The most basic distribution is R vs 
/a, obtained from the calorimetric properties of the Ball. A simple 
energy threshold is inadequate to separate hadrons, so cuts on the 
spatial distribution of energy and track topologies are introduced. 
The results 1 9 are additionally t-aubtracted and background subtracted. 
Radiative corrections depend critically on the structures present and 
have not been applied to samples in this report. At this juncture we 
estimate that there may be a 15X abaolute systematic error on the 
average R measured in a local region of •'s, and a point-to-point 
systematic of ±5* around this average. Our baseline result for R is 

R(/s « 3670 MeV) - 2.4 ± .3 

2) Photons: tfe have already given the energy and angular reso
lutions. Nal(Ti) has essentially no Intrinsic inefficiency for pho
tons of energy > 20 MeV (our software cutoff). Effective inefficien
cies are Introduced by cuts to avoid overlap of photons with other 
particles. A precise abaolute photon energy calibration can be main
tained by interspersing data runs at the f', where the observed x~ 
lines test the overall calibration to ~ ± 1 MeV. Aa a guide for how 
monochromatic y's 
will appear In inclu
sive spectra we show 
Fig. 11, th« photon 
•P«ctrim from i* aa 
observed in the 
counting room after 
three hours of dsta 
acquisition 
(10.5 n b _ 1 ) . 

Fig. 11. Counting 
room appearance of y 
peaks from *-*-x+ Y 
after small samples 
characteristic of 
a scan. 

400 
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This tiny sample has been so chosen to give the aase absolute signal 
In each peak as would s resonance F*-*-yF produced with AR- 1 and 
B T-100X, where the hypothetical run would last -*j day. (The peak 
would have two to four times less background under reasonable 
assumptions). 

The low-energy photon spectra actually obtained below charm 
threshold (3670) and at $*' are unremarkable: Fig. 12 shows the 

"baseline" distribution at *". 
Nate that the choice of a inEy 
scale transforms the spectrum so 
that the prominent peak at 
n^/2 M 70 MeV which we see in a 
linear plot (arising from it0~*-yy) 
completely disappears. This 
means that any it°-related bump 
appearing an this type of spec-

-, .- -.„ . . . trum near 70 MeV signals an 
Fig. 12. The inclusive Y energy- " 
spectrum of the I|I" as obtained by excess of low energy n°'s over 
the Cry.t.l B.11. the nora.1 population. The 
value E Y m 200 HeV is significant In that minimum ionizing charged 
particles masquerading as photons would produce a peak here. 

3) J0.: A global reconstruction for w°'s is used in which each 
photon is used In *t moat one rr° and in which the goodness of fit 
reflects the total hypothesis for assignments of Y*B to *°*e. The 
efficiency for *° reconstruction is s 60X, where there is a marked 
dependence on the severity of topological cuts (auch as overlap). 
The momentum distribution of resulting * B*s is relatively unbiased 
because the Nal is senaitive to lo*-energy y's. From measurements at 
the • , the mass resolution is o/mw tu 4X, but this depends sharply on 
the ii momentum distribution. In the scan, * 0 selection effectively 
picks out Bi^y - m^o 1 15 Z. The angular resolution of the *° is 
such as to permit meaningful angular distributions (acose 5 .1) down 
to u° momenta of -20 MeV/c. 

The it0 total energy "baseline" spectrum for the $" is shown in 
Pig. 13. Again, this spectrum is devoid of features; note the very 
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Fig. 13. The inclusive ir° total-
energy spectrun of the •" 
(Crystal Ball). 

smooth rise from m 0 . In 
these ir° energy spectra, the 
i>° mass is constrained to the 
usual va.'ue after the global 
assignment of Y*s to it0: this 
has the effect of adjusting 
the y energies and opening 
angle to more precisely 
determined values. 

4) T£: The efficiency 
for detection of the decay 
n-*YY is about 30X after all 
topological cuts. The resolu

tion for the total inclusive n signal observed in the scan is o/m -4X 
(see later discussion In Section V.C and Fig. 24). An improvement in 
the signal;background for n's can be gained from T ° subtraction or 
from energy/topology cuts (requiring mainly m > 140 MeV and particle 
multiplicities between two and six for charged and neutrals separate
ly—the so-called DASP cuts). Such improvements decrease the effici
ency and introduce larger errorB in the calculation of the efficiency. 

It is something of a surprise to see how weakly a reasonable n-
slgnal should appear in an ra . plot. Figure 14 shows a very large 
data sample taken at the i(r, where the average number of n's/event is 
about 1/4. The n signal is quite evident, but only by virtue of the 
good statistics (note the error bars). It behooves ut, to find cuts 
clearly defining the n for use In less abundant data sets. Figure 15 
shows the upper end of this same sample, with n 0 subtraction, and 
Fig. 16 shows it with the DASP cuts but no n° subtraction. Both 
techniques work, but the former Is better statistically for the Ball 
and is less biasing. 

We now consider the "baseline" n measurements at SB M 3670 
(off-*') and at the D-factory f(3770). There are clear (and strong) 
n signals at both points. Figure 17a,b show these results In the n°-
subtracted plots. Fits were made to both the unsubtracted and n°-
subtracted data, with the answers in close agreement after efficiency 
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Fig. 17. Eta signals in the 
Crystal Ball: 
a) at /a - 3670 MeV; 
b) at /s • 3770 MeV. 

corrections (see Se:tion V.C 
for more detail about the 
fits). At i f - 3670 we get 
f - .28 ± .06 and at the *". n 
f - .16 ± .03 [R - f • R]. n n n 

The baseline measure
ments for y, n° energy and 
inclusive T\ have thus been 
established, with little 
structure seen for y and n 
at and below I(I" (except for 
• ', of course). The strong 
non-charmed production of n's 
even compared to *" implies 
that the old physics can be 
a major source of n'a in the 
scan region. The it>" value 

shows that D's may also have substantial decay nodes involving n's. 

V. CRYSTAL BALL RESULTS FOR /s > 3.9 GeV 

After this long preparation, we can now discuss the available 
spectra in the regions most crucial to the physics outlined in 
Section III. 
A) Preliminary Results for R. 

Data from the 5-week initial scan (Table I) have been analyzed 
for R, and the results 1 9 are displayed ir. Fig. 18 (note suppressed 
zero). Even for this small sample the systematica greatly dominate 
the statistical errors. The usual qualitative picture is confirmed, 
with clear 3.77, 4.03 and 4.4 peaks. The 4.16 region is consistent 
with one broad structure if the ±5X point-to-point systematic errors 
are assumed to be present at their extreme. A less conservative 
interpretation is that the structure near 4.05-4.70 may be more 



Fig. 18. The behavior of R through the 
Crystal Ball Scan Rsgion [T- and background-
subtraction have been made but not radiative 
corrections](Ref. 19). 

complex. Similar 
fluctuations are 
present in the 
sharp rise from 3.9 
to 4.03 GeV. The 
"valley" region 
4.2-4.3 GeV shows 
no localized narrow 
peaks, but the data 
are r.ot sensitive 
to the snoothly 
distributed .2- .3 
units of R predic
ted m Fig. 8. 
With the entire 
data sample 
(Table 1) the sta

tistical precision will be very high, but it is not yet clear that 
point-to-point systematic error can be reduced enough to exploit the 
large sample. 
B) Results at /s « 4.028 GeV ("D*-Factjry"). 

The main thrust of the data gathered at this copious source of 
D 'B is to refine the parameters related to production and decay of 
these states. It should be stressed that there are two major inde
pendent measures of these quantities; the inclusive, completely T -
subtracted y energy Bpectrum and the pure u energy spectrum. How
ever, because n° separation is never complete, the plots will be 
somewhat correlated. We choose to fit unsubtracted y and n° spectra 
for the parameters separately, and quote the best results 
(not averages). 

1) The y energy spectrum for well-measured photons is shown in 
Fig. 19 (complete data sample). Prominent peaks appear at -70 and 
-135 HeV, with widths corresponding to the Doppler broadening for y's 
from Tt̂ 's of kinetic energy ̂ 6 MeV (ior the lower peak) and to the 
recoil-shifted, Doppler- and resolution-broadened photon transition 



D -+Yn (upper peak). The effect of (pa r t i a l ) n° subtraction i s shown 
in Fig. 20, where the lower pertk almost disappears. Figure 21 shown 
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Fig. 20. The * -subtracted 
Y spectrum of Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 19. Inclusive energy 
spectrum at ^ s - 4028 MeV 
from the Crystal Ball. 

the details of a multl- /oo 
parameter fit to this spec- u^ b 0 o 
trum, where the smooth back- l,*j y>r> 
ground is taken from the *" 'p m»o 

result and the shapes of the y,<: 

bumps from Monte Carlos o p(̂ , 
(checked for effects of reso- *' ton 
lutions, interactions, inef
ficiencies and real analysis 
programs) The variable 
parameters are the D and D* Fig. 21. 
nasses, the peak/background spectrun 
ratio, the D*B*:D*D+DD* ratio and the branching ratio of the radia 
tive transition B . Although transitions of neutral D*s dominate 
these numbers, we delete the superscript "o" whenever the fits real 
ly measure a sun of neutral and charged D transitions. The results 
of this particular fit are shown in Table II. Similar fits with vat 
iation of cuts, backgrounds and Monte Carlo parameters were done to 
reat the systematic errors. Best valueB with systematics attached 
fr*.' these and following fits will be shown in Table III. 

Components of a fit to the 
of Fig. 19. 



Table II: Results of a typical 
fit to the Y - e n e r g y apectrum 

a t / J - 4028 MeV 

oipo - 1863 ± 2 MeV 
rn^o - 2005 i 2 

By - 32 i IX 

D*B*:D*fi + DD* - I;1.9 ± .4 

2) The w° energy aptctrua can be 
obtained with or without IT1' candi
dates constrained to the " aaas. 
Fig. 22, the former spectrum, dis
tinctly shows that the broad bump 
seen In the y spectrum (Fig. 19) is 
really very monochromatic, almost 

Table III: Best Values of the D/D* Production/Decay Parameters 

Measurement C.B. Value Previous Best Value* (Mark I) 

"Do 1864 t 2 HeV 1863.3 1 0.9 MeV 

v° 2005 i 2 HeV 2006 t 1.5 MeV 

BR(D* •» YD) 31 t 6* 45 J 151 (for neutral D's) 

q(D*° - TO 0) 142.2 J 2 MeV 142.7 1 1.7 

D*D*:D*B + DD* 1:1.95 s .35 • .7 1:0.95! .15(for neutral D's) 
,3 Errors Include systematics. 
b See Ref. 8. 

I"[E„[ MeVI | 

Fig. 22. The TT° total energy 
spectrum of the Crystal Ball 
at /s - 4028 HeV with *° 
candidates constrained to mv0. 

stationary * *s. (NotP that here 
the tT.i E 0 scale i<» used to 
spread the peak out to render it 
distinguishable from E 0«ni 0 '* 
The dramatic change from the *" 
spectrum assures us that a 
change from unexcited charm 
states has occurred. The de
tailed shape of the spectrum is 
again very sensitive to the 
D*D*;D*D+ DD* rrrir. (because 
4028 HeV is -16 MeV above the 
first threshold and M 6 0 MeV 
above the second). It is also 
the most sensitive measure of 
the Q-value nw.*c> ~ '-Vo because 
of the spreading of the por
tion of the apectrum 



derived from D *5 , though this Is correlated to the above ratio. 
An example of the details of this alow n° peak, rhis time from the 
sample with the TT° unconstrained to m 0 , is given in Fig. 23. The 

fits are good and yield param
eters consistent with the other 
two data sets, though with 
larger errors. 

Table 111 gives our best 
estimates of the parameters of 
the D production and decay as 
gleaned from the above analysis. 
The masses liave been determined 
at a level comparable to 
previous experiments and are 
consistent. The Q-value is 
also consistent with tl.» Mark 1 
value and has a similar error; 
in our data this error is almost 
entirely systematic• The branch
ing ratio B -31.0 ± 67 has 

been determined much more precisely by this first direct measurement 
of the transition Y; the error is again almost all systematic. 
There Is a hint of disagreement in the new and old values of the 
production ratios of D 's; although covered by the errors, our in
dependent plots consistently show D D to be a weaker effect than 
D D modes. The Mark 1 measurement musr. however be considered a more 
direct measure at this time. We are Investigating the possibility 
of tagging one slow IT and looking at the absolute content of y and 
i peaks of the event, a technique which is a direct measure of the 
proportion of the two modes. 

Discussion of the t\-inclusive rate at 4.028 is Included in the 
next section. 

Fig. 23. Details of the slow tr0 

energy spectrum, without the n° 
mass constraint of Fig. 22. 



C) Results of the Inclusive-n Measurement for 3.86 < /a * 5 GeV 

A search for F, F* and F** mesons entails examination of inclu
sive Y, n and possibly ir° spuctra over the entire scan region. We 
report here only the inclusive n measurements, and for n's, only an 
examination In broad steps In fs- This facilitates comparison with 
previous results, but leaves as an open question the possibility of 
small local enhancements. 

25000 
Fig. 24. The my^ mass distribu
tion summed over 3.86 < • /s<4.5 
GeV: a) total sample; p) TT°-
aubtracted; c) DASP cuts (on 
Crystal Ball data). 

The combined data sample 
from 3.86< /s< 4.5 GeV (1979 
data only) shows characteristic 
n peakB in the ro,^ distribution 
as shown in Fig. 24 icr the dif
ferent cuts described earlier. 
Again, TT°~subtracted plots show 
the signal best, but both sub
tracted and unsubtracted plots 
are used for the fits to esti
mate systematica. The data are 
divided into segments closely 
approximating the choice made 
by DASF, 1 0 and fits are per
formed on each segment. Param
eters of the fit are the back
ground shape and amplitude, the 
i) mass, width and amplitude; ve 
find close agreement in the n 
mass and width in these fits 
compared to those at •" and 
elsewhere. The fitted amplitude 
is translated into an effective number of n's produced by correcting 
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••*- DflSPll-(T f.r 

for the detection efficiency (again by Monte Carlo calculation as 
described earlier) and branching ratio for n -*• YY- Then f • (number 
of effective n)/(number of hadronic events) is the average number of 
n'«/hadronlc event, f has the advantage of relatively stable behav
ior in Se although R may oscillate widely at resonances. Of course 
a = R n o " f „ R " u u nay be used to obtain absolute cross sections. 

The preliminary excita- o.<JO ;-- -r- • n 1- t i— r 
tion function for f. is shown 
in Fig. 25, including values 
obtained on/off resonances. 
The numerical values are 
given in Table IV. The 
overall systematic error 
is unknown, but the point-
to-point errors are likely 
dominated by statistics. 
Previous values, where 
available, are also shown 
in both the Figure and Ta
ble, where we have used R, 4 

4 Errors a e 
Siaittiico 

CWy 

2.9 3.2 3.5 
(GeV) 

Fig. 25. The excitation of f n as a 
function of Af: Crystal Ball scan and 
resonance measurements are solid lines; 
DASP scan measurements are dashed. 

10 given by DASP to calculate their f_. (Limits are l-a.d.) 
The "rend set Table IV. Values for f n as a Function of /s": 

Crystal Ball Scan and Resonance Measurements by our baseline 
measurements 
continues, in 
that f n remains 
large and constant 
within the errors. 
We see no evidence 
that n production 
shows the thresholds 
associated with F-
productlon suggest- ^_______^___ 
. . . a See Ref. 10 ed by previous 

measurements. This rules out neither smaller local n enhancements 

c m . Energy I n 
Range 
in GeV C. B. Value Previous Best 

Value (DASP) " 

3.670 .281 .06 none 
3.B6- 4.0 .12S .04 none 
4.0- 4.1 .13+ .03 < .02 
4.1- 4.28 .17! .03 .05! .05 
4.28- 4.38 .15! .03 < .04 
4.38-4.5 .14! .02 .161 .04 
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nor doee it rule out t U evidence for F, F* via exclusive kinematic 
fits in these regions. A subtraction of the nonchenned background 
- uow possible in principle, but awaits amalgamation of the complete 

sample at /a - 3670 MeV and better control of the systematic errore. 
the gentle rise of £ in the R-valley (~4.25 GeV) can easily be at
tributed to a higher f (non-charm) then f (charm) and the dlrainu-
tion of the charm signal in the valley; we do not need to invoke ¥ 

signals to explain the data, 
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APPENDIX 

STATUS OF THE n c CANDIDATE 

The major thru*jt of this report was to introduce the reader to 
use of the Crystal Ball in the continuum. For completeness, we up
date another result of topical interest; the n c candidate (2980 MeV) 
detected*^ by the Crystal Ball operating in an inclusive mode. 
The evidence for the transitions •' -» ync

 a n ^ * "* Y nc a r e shown in 
Fig, 26, where the taw and background-subtracted inclusive y energy 
spectra a*e shown. The new state is determined to be at 2980± 16 MeV 
from both setts of data independently; the joint fit value is 2980 ± 

15 MeV, There is no useful n c width information in the f* data be
cause 82 (FWHM) resolution on a -600 MeV y yields 50 MeV resolution 
width. At th.3 #, 12% (FWHM) on - H O KeV y yteJds absolute resolu
tions of ™-13 MeV. Fits to this spectrum yield an intrinsic width 
-20 MeV, but the error is so large that this Is less than two s.d. 
from an intrinsic width of 2ero, and even more consistent with a 
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Fig. 26, Inclusive energy spectra from the Crystal 
Ball: a) V' * Y + all; b) * -* Y + all. 

conjectured value of 5 MeV often quoted. 2 0 Clearly, the n width 
has not yet been measured. 

Subsequent to this result, evidence cor the n.(2980) in exclu
sive channels has been found; first by the SLAC/LBL Mark II 
group 2 1* 2 2 and shortly afte: by the Crystal Ball group. 2 3 The exclu
sive channels are different: Hark II sums the chinnels 

K K8n'c 

pp n n 

(dominated by *,-*-<K*l£Vf)+Y) 
while the Crystal Ball looks 
at the pure channel i|r+(n* w~) 
+Y. The fits to these chan
nels are 1C/5C and 3C, res
pectively. These new results 
are shown in Fig. 27 and 28. 

t The analyses from Ref. 21, 
22, and 24 differ. 

Fig. 27. The n»f l n ai distribution for 
the candidates *' •* «/.Y 



n^/n 1 

The significance of each peak 
is -it s.d. For detailed dis
cussion of tliese results, see 
Bloom. z u The branching frac
tions, both •/•' •*• n cY * n d 

0 •* final state, are estimat
ed, but only the product ratios 
•/*' + y + final state are 
anything but rough guesses. 
Table V gives these estimates. 

2700 2800 2900 3000 3100 
Mi»*»- (Mev) 

Fig. 28. The *„„+,,_ distribution 
for the candidates 
*->ncY 

1 • n't n* 

Table V: Estimated and Comparisons of the Product and Single 
Branching Ratios from 4»/+ * •+ n cY a n d n c

 +Final States 

Property Crystal Ball Mark II 

Measurements: 
Mass 2980 ± 15 MeV 2978 ± 8 MeV 

natural Full Width 

BR<*1^i|c)BR(l)c-*i*KfK,) 

< 35 
(consistent with 0 to 20) < 30 MeV 

1.5± .6» 10~ 4 

BR(**Ttc)BR(nc»n»+«") 2.7 i 1.5 « 10~ 4 

BR(<rnnc)BR(nc*rr) < «< 10" 5 (901 C.L.) 

Rough Indications: 
BR(*'*rnc) - .5Z 

BR(\^+Ync) - 1Z 

Implications: 
BR(nc*n±K'*K8) ~ 3Z 

E R ( l > c W + 0 - 3Z 
BR(n c-m) ~ ,4Z 
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